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Columbia: The First Five Flights
 










After publication and distribution of the document listed above itwas
 
observed that the numerical values of the Normal Shock Reynolds Numbers
 
flagged on the h/href vs. a plots were incorrectly labeled. Although the
 
flagged values were correct with respect to time anda the freestream values
 
instead of the normal shock values were printed. The analyst can obtain the
 
correct value for wind tunnel conditions by multiplying the stated values by
 
0.1121 or by using the values shown in the following table. This error is
 
consistent for Volumes 2 through 6. The author regrets any inconvenience
 
this has caused for the serious researcher.
 
Correlation Between Free Stream and Normal Shock
 
Reynolds Numbers at Wind Tunnel Conditions
 
0.0175 Scale 107 Ft. Length 107 Ft. Lenqth
 
X 106






















Over 2,000 design flight instruments (DFI) were installed on Columbia with the
 
majority of the DFI flight data recorded during ascent and entry (Ref. 1).
 
Additional real-time instrumentation was used to continuously monitor the thermal
 
subsystems during each flight. Successful completion of the first five flights
 
of the Space Shuttle Orbiter has provided sufficient data from radiometers,
 




The entry heating presented in this report is restricted to the Windward Lower
 
Surface Centerline, see Fig. 1. A tabulation of the orbiter X, Y, Z coordinates
 
for each instrument can be found in Table I. The identification of centerline
 
tiles which were catalyticly coated for each flight is shown in Table II. This
 
data is presented in two Appendices:
 
Appendix A: Correleation Parameters
 
Appendix B: Flight Data
 
As an aid to the reader, the page numbers for the specific correlation parameters
 
and flight data for each Appendix can be found in Tables III and IV.
 
The surface heating and temperature data presented in this volumd is based on the
 
thermal analysis at each individual location via the JSC NONLIN/INVERSE computer
 
program Ref. 2. Values of angle-of-attack and the derived free stream Mach number
 
were obtained from JSC/MPAD Best Estimated Trajectory (BET) data tapes for each
 
flight. The corresponding data values for Normal Shock Reynolds number (Ref. 3),
 
reference heating rate, reference film~coefficient, and total enthalpy were obtained
 
via the MINIVER computer program (Ref. 4). Values of h/h ref were computed using a
 
0.9 HT recovery enthalpy. The comparison of wind tunnel data (O.9HT) with flight
 
data for V09T9341A-(X/L=O.026) and V07T9492A (X/L=O.99) was obtained by linear
 
interpolation from X/L=O.02 and X/L=O.03, and X/L=O.975 and X/L=I.015 locations,
 
respectively. All other wind tunnel data was taken at X/L locations (+0.01)
 
corresponding to flight measurement locations.
 
I 
At the wind tunnel conditions, Mach%8, (Ref. 5) the Normal Shock Reynolds number
 
is .1121 times the Reynolds number based on freestream parameters.
 
All heating rates were calculated with a view factor Of 1. The surface emissivity
 
of all instruments was assumed to be 0.85. All heating rates compared to flight
 
parameters (a,M., and ReNs) are presented on a log scale with imposed limits of
 
10-3 < h/href < 1. No wind tunnel data is presented for those instruments on the
 
Body Flap since the Body Flap deflection varied during entry. In examining
 
V09T9751A (X/L=.95) the reader should be aware that the surface data was derived
 
from the second in depth thermocouple (0.30 inches from the surface) which is at
 
the limits of the NONLIN/INVERSE programs capability to back out surface phenonmena
 
for this material. This data thus appears noisy.
 
Entry heating data for other vehicle areas is presented in additional volumes.
 
Volume 1: An overview, see Ref. 6, contains the underlying assumptions, detailed
 
trajectory information, and pertinent information for the integration of all
 
subsequent volumes. Inorder to provide an adequate overview of the entry heating
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MID X/L Xo Yo 
VO9T9341A+ 0.026 268.0 1.2 
V07T9452A 0.099 361.7 -4.9 
T9462A 0.141 416.5 0.0 
T9463A 0.164 433.5 0.0 
T9464A 0.196 486.5 -6.6 
V09T9381A+ 0.257 565.0 -4.2 
T9421A+ 0.288 604.7 -8.4 
V07T9468A 0.299 618.9 0.0 
T9471A 0.404 754.7 0.0 
V09T9521A+ 0.501 878.9 -12.8 
V07T9478A 0.598 1,003.8 0.0 
T9481A 0.695 1,128.0 0.0 
T9487A 0.802 1,265.0 0.0 
V09T9761A+ 0.811 1,276.5 -38.2 
V07T9489A 0.900 1,391.5 0.0 
V09T9751A+ 0.952 1,458.2 0.0 
V07T9492A 0.993 1,511.1 1.3 
T9500A 1.018 1,543.4 0.0 
T9502A 1.03 1,560.3 0.0 
'T9504A 1.069 1,608.4 0.0 





Catalytic Tiles for Difference Flights*
 
MID X/L Flight which the tile was catalytic
 
V07T9452A 0.10 STS-4 STS-5
 
9463 0.16 STS-2 STS-5
 
9464 0.20 STS-4 STS-5
 
9468 0.30 STS-3 STS-4 STS-5
 












 ORIGNAL PAGE 
PAGE NUMBERS FOR APPENDIX A: OF POOR QUALITY 
CORRELATION PARAMETERS 
STS - Flight 
Flight Parameter STS-1 STS-2 STS-3 STS-4 STS-5 
a vs t 1 2 3 4 5 
M. vs t 6 7 8 9 10 
Rens vs t 11 12 13 14 15 
a vs M. 16 17 18 19 20 
a vs ReNs 21 22 23 24 25 
M. vs ReNs 26 27 28 29 30 
qref vs t 31 32 33 34 35 
qref vs a 36 37 38 39 40 
qref vs Mo 41 42 43 44 45 
qref vs Reds 46 47 48 49 50 
href vs t 51 52 53 54 55 
href vs a 56 57 58 59 60 
href vs M. 61 62 63 64 65 
href vs ReNs 66 67 68 69 70 
7
 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Table IV - Page Numbers for Appendix B: Flight Data
 
STS - Flight 
Measurement 	 STS-l STS-2 STS-3 STS-4 STS-5
 
V09T9341A - h/hef vs a 1 	 3 4 5
hrerF 2 
-h/h vs M. 6 7 8 9 10 
- h/href vs Re 11 12 13 14 1 
vs t 16 17 1 19 20 
- onv 0 24-Tn vs t 21 22 23 	 25
s 
V07T9452A 	- h/hrf vs a 26 27 28 29 30
 
-h/h vs M 31 32 33 34 35
 
-h/href vs ReNS 36 37 33 39 40
 
fconv 41 	 A3 44 45vs 42 

vs t 46 47 48 49 50
s 
V07T9462A- h/h f vs a 31 n/a 52 53 5A
-h/hre_

/hf vs M. 55 n/a 56 57 58 
- h/hr f vs Re 59 n/a 60 61 62 
ref vs t 63 n/a 64 65 66 
T vs t 67 n/a 68 69 70 
s 
V07T9463A- h/h vs a 71 72 73 84 75
 
-h/href vs M. 76 77 78 79 80
 
h/href s Re 81 32 "S80 35
tNS 83 84 
ref vs t 86 87 89 90 
s vs t 91 92 93 94 95 
V07T9464A- h/he f vs a 96 97 98 99 100 
- h/hre vs M. 101 102 103 104 105 
- /hre f vs Re 106 107 108 109 110 
, ref t NS 111 112 113 114 115 
Tcofv vs t 116 117 118 119 120S 
V09T9381A_ h/h vs a 121 122 123 124 125
 
- h/href vs M 126 127 128 129 130
 
- h/href vs Re 131 132 133 134 135 
c ref vs t NS 136 137 130 139 140
 





opJGINAL PAGE 09 
OF poorj QUALITY Table IV - Continued 
STS - Flight 
Measurement STS-l STS-2 STS-3 STS-4 STS-5 
V09T9421A ­ h/h vs a n/a 146 147 n/a n/a 
- h/href vs M. n/a 148 1A9 n/a n/a 

















V07T9460A ­ h/hlref vs a 156 157 15n 159 160 
- h/href vs M. 161 162 163 164 165 

















V07T9471A ­ h/h f reT1 vs a 181 132 183 18A 185 











































tt 221226' 222227 223223 224229 225230 
V07T9478A ­ h/hre f vs a n/a 231 232 233 234 
- h/hr - vs M. n/a 235 236 237 238 





t t n/an/a 243247 244248 245249 246250 




































Measurement STS-1 STS-2 STS-3 STS-4 STS-5
 
V07T9487A - h/h vs a 276 277 273 279 280
 
- h/href vs M 231 282 233 234 285
 
- h/href vs Re 286 237 238 209 290
 
qconv vs t 291 292 293 294 295
 
Ts vs t 296 297 298 299 300
 
V09T9761A - h/h vs a 303 302 303 304 305
 
- h/hre vs M. 306 307 303 309 310
 
- h/href vs Re 311 312 313 314 315
 
- rt NS 316 317 310 319 320
 
Ts fV vs t 321 322 323 324 325
S
 
vs a 326 327 320 329 330
V07T9489A - h/h
hhref vs M. 331 332 333 334 335
 
- h/href vs Re 336 337 338 339 340
 
- ref vs t NS 31 342 343 344 345
 
TC fV vs t 346 347 340 349 350
 
s 
V09T9751A - h/href vs a 351 352 353 356 355
 
- h/hf vs M. 356 357 353 359 360
 
- h/hf vs Re 361 362 353 364 365
 
ref vs t 366 367 369
363 370
 
Ts vs t 371 372 373 374 375
 
V07T9492A - h/h e vs a 376 377 378 379 380
 
- href vs M 381 382 383 384 385
 
- h/href vs Re 386 387 388 3H9 390
 
ref vs NS 
 391 392 393 394 395
 
- vs t 396 397 398 399 400
s 
V07T9500A - h/hre vs a 401 402 A03 404 405
 
- href vs M. 406 407 408 409 410
 
- h/href vs Re 411 412 413 414 415

ref vs NS 416 417 418 419 420
 





















V07T9504A - h/h e vs 
- h/href vs 
- ref vs 




















































428 429 - 430 
433 434 435 
433 439 440 
4431 444 405 
448 449 4'O 
453 454 455 
458 459 A60 
463 464 465 
468 469 470 
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STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISON 
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STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.026) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARIS 
0 0H49 0.8175 SCALE RE - 0.5 EQ6 U09T9341ARH-REF 150-1350 SEC 
0 H49 0.8075 SCALE RE ­ 1.0 E06 0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 EO6 
0149 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.0 EQG 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE * 2.5 EQS 
0149 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.0 EOG 




F /,,s61 LE 
5 0 0 





4 -1I II I I I f t l i l I. I I I I I I I 
iS 20 25 30 35 40 45 5 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG BASE tIME -
04, n, 83 
2flflSl.H -W'. 















2 4 6 8 le 12 14
 
W36/83 
MACH NUMBER BASE TIME $ 49744.6 SEC. 









1 1 @ iII I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I 
B 5 10 15 80e 85 30 
MACH NUMBER D ,ETINE - fl,$.: ,0l SEC. 
STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O0RE..2 FLIGHT PAPAIIETER COPRIS 
VegT934IA/H-REF 20e-1380 SEC 
1 
8 
I~ e1L"PH'- DEC 
,ALPHA-35,00MAG 




*0 5 10 15 a-e 25 3" 
MACH NUMBER JASE TIME - *774S 4.Jf SEC. 





















3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 12 13 
85/02/133 
MlACH NUMBER BASE IME 168H8423 086 SEC. 
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5 
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STS-1 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.026) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARIS
 
U09T9341A/H-REF 1065-1460 SEC
0 0H49 ALPHA " 20 DEGREES 
0149 ALPHA " 2S DEGREESo 0H49 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES 
0449 ALPHA - 3S DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES
 














H 0ol -- REY-_ __ OLD -HUMBER ( - -S -ST -,, - -944-P - . 
106 i07 10810~ 
04/30/93 
REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) SASE TIMtE *09*49744.0" SEC. 
STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.026) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARIS
 
0 0H49 ALPHA • 28 DEGREES U89T9341A/H-REF 2"-148e SEC 
o 0H49 ALPHA - 25 DEGREES 0H49 ALPHA , 30 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA , 35 DEGREES 
0149 ALPHA * 40 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA ­ 45 DEGREES 
Hl-l
 
ALAL 3 1 
~t











REYNOLDS NUIBER (NS) VAS TIME - 271536.0" M-e. 
0 
STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.026) FLIGHT PARAMETER COPARIS 
0H49 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES 
_ UIGT9341A/H-REF 200-1380 SEC 
0H49 ALPHA , 25 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA * 30 DEGREES 
01149ALPHA - 35 DEGREES
 
01"49 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES
 
6--I- I I 
AiA-3!1 'E. "' 
106i IG lly I 8 0e 
-H0 
H' 4/3REYNOLDS NUM'BER (115) lAst TIME • l4S4flb SEC, 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.026) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARIS
 
0 	 0H49 ALPHA . 20 DEGREES 1V0919341A/H-REF 065-1300 SEC 
(3 	 0H49 ALPHA . 25 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES
 
CH49 ALPHA = 35 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA = 40 DEGREES
 
OH4t ALPHA = 45 DEGREES
 
M 	 QqMr I 
F__ 	 ALPJ-A=35 2d EM_____ 
EGCf





F 	 0000F O0
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107 	 108
 105 	 106 

85/82/8S 
REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) BASE TIME lB840423.09S SEC. 




U09T9341A/H-REF 150-135 SEC0 0H49 ALPHA 20 DEGREES 
OH4 ALPHA - 2S DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA , 30 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA " 45 DEGREES
 
LPHAI Q,IX 
I - - - - . 
F 
Si -I- n n l 
-3 
H 
4 5 6Ie AUHA- S. 1 0 0H 
LE L -3 1.S • .%ABE S 0I 0 
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TIME - SECONDS 
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950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200 1250 1300
 
TIME SECONDS 05/32/83 







e aee 400 see see 1000 1e00 1450 
TIME t'aa'n-SECONDS 
STS-1 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.10) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
+ 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE 
OH49 0.0175 SCALE RE 
0H49 8.017S SCALE RE OH49 0.0175 SCALE RE 0H49 0.017S SCALE RE 
0H49 0.017S SCALE RE 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE 
F 
: e 1 _ __ _ _ _ 
H/ 
- 0.S EG 
" 1.0 EG6 
- 1.5 E06 
- 2.0 EOG 
- 2.5 EG6 
- 3.0 EGG 
- 3.7 E06 
U0?T9452A/H-REF 1e65-1464 SEC 
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I5 2e 25 3e 35 40 45 5 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG ASE TIME - f9l4fl44.*f $EC, 
_ _ 
STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.i0) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
0H49 8.0175 SCALE RE , 0.5 EG6 VGT9452A/H-REF 20-1480 SEC 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.0 E06 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 EG6
 
0H49 0.175 SCALE RE - 2.0 Eer
 
0H49 0.8175 SCALE RE - 2.5 EOG
 
H049 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.0 Ee
 
- 3.7 EOG












1l-2 !Ii It I I I I I I I tI I lI I IJjI...I I I !I i 
515 20 25 30 35 40 45 
H-3M/83ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG lASt rIME 21S53.f, StC. 
STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL Y/L=0.1I FLIGHT PARAMlETER COMPARISO
 
0H49 O,87S SCALE RE - 0.5 EOG V07T94S2A/H-REF 200-1380 SEC
 
049 e.0175 SCALE RE - i.e E06
 
049 0.017S SCALE RE * i.S EG6
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.0 EG
g049 0.017S SCALE RE : 2.5 EOS
 
0H49 0.017S SCALE RE - 3.0 EG6
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ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG IME TINE * *fl4564.Wo SEC. 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.10) FLIGHT PARAMETER COPPARISO 
o 
0 
H49 O.0175 SCALE RE v 
OH49 0 0175 SCALE RE = 
0 5 E06 
I 0 EOG 
V07T9452A/H-REF 985-1300 SEC 
0H49 0 0175 SCALE RE = I 5 EBB 
0H49 0 0175 SCALE RE - 2.0 EO0 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE = 2 5 E96 
a44 0.0175 SCALE RE . 3.0 EOB 
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15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
05/82/83 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG BASE lllE - 1848423.000 SEC. 
STS-S (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.10) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
150-13S6 SEC
0 0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 0.5 ESG 
H0H490.0175 SCALE RE • 1.8 EOG 
U07T9452A/H-REF 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 EOQ 
0H49 8.0175 SCALE RE - 2.0 E96 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE " 2.S EOG 
0H49 8.0175 SCALE RE " 3.0 EQ6 
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MACH NUMBER BASE TIM 2TSS4flb.Of SC.
 
STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL >,'L=0.I0. FLIGHT PARHMETER COMPARISO 
U0?T94S4A/H-REF 208-1380 SEC
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04/36/23 
MACH NUMBER BEs TIE ­ *7745M8.8 SEC. 
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05/02/83 
MACH NUMBER BASE 71HE - 16042421.900 SEC. 
STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.10) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 








to 1s1 20 25 
MACH NUMBER SASE TIME MU2lfS9l.*4 SEC. 
30 
STS-1 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.10) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
0 O49 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES 	 U07T94 2A/H-REF 1065-1460 SEC 
l 	 oH49 ALPHA * 25 DEGREES
 
ON49 ALPHA - 38 DEGREES
 
OH49 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES
 
OH49 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES 
_ _ ... .. -1I 	 __ ... ..- I /I 
A ' 	 I
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10	 10e
 
R40'E83REYNOLDS NUMBER (NIS) SASE TIMe - *fl49744.Of SC. 
STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.10) FLIGHT PARAMETER COPIPARISO
 
0 0449 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES U67T9452A/K-REF a00-1480 SEC 
o 04449 ALPHA 
0H49 ALPHA 
- 25 DEGREES 
- 30 DEGREES 




" 45 DEGREES 
H 
i03 1010516 88 e 
"130/33 
REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) SE TME 275623. SEC. 
00 
ST9-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL >:L=0.101 FLIGHT PARNETER COPARISO 
049 ALPHA * 20 DEGREES U0?T9452A/H-REF 200-1380 SEC 
OH49 ALPHA - 2S DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA * 3S DEGREESO849 ALPHA * 40 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES
 
111 






















(107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.10) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
049 ALPHA = 20 DEGREES V07T9452A/H-REF 965-1300 SEC 
0H4 ALPHA . 25 DEGREES 
0H40 ALPHA = 30 DECREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 35 DECREES 
OH49 ALPHA . 40 DEGREES 
ON49 ALPHA 45 DECREES 
____ Alf , -A r - - - - --
F _I4I 0 ALPNA=25 00 DEC -+i-- > 0 
0 - 0 
i0 -2.4 
r 
D _ _ __ 
! 0 0o_ 
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o 
H I 0 
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REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) BASE it - 16940423 ON SEC. 
STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.iO) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
0 0H49 ALPHA • 20 DEGREES 9UeT94S2A/H-REF 150-1350 SEC 
o 049 ALPHA - 2S DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 3e DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA , 40 DEGREES 
049 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES 
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STS-i (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.14) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
0 	 0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 0.S E06 uOT9462A/H-REF 1065-1460 SEC
 
o 	 0H49 0.017s SCALE RE - 1.0 EG6
 
0H49 9.8175 SCALE RE - 1.5 EOG
 
0H49 0.017S SCALE RE a 2.0 EeC
 
0H49 0.017S SCALE RE - 2.S EG 0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.0 EeC
 
" 3.7 EO
+ 	 0H49 0.017S SCALE RE 
- I I I I I I I I I I l l I I I I I I I I I .1 I . .II I.. I I I I. 
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 5 








OH49 0.0075 SCALE RE - 0.5 E06 
OH49 0.0175 SCALE RE * 1.0 E6 
U07T9462A/H-REF 200-1380 SEC 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE • IS E6 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.0 EG6 
0H49 8.0175 SCALE RE - 2.5 EG6 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE ­ 3.0 EOG 
+ 0H49 8.0175 SCALE RE - 3.? EG 
0 0
 
H 90 ; 
Ill!
I-- I III II II ilII III I IIl III 
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG BASE TIME - 07745694.0 SEC. 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.143 FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
0 0H49 8.0175 SCALE RE t 0 5 ERB 
OH49 0.0175 SCALE RE a1 0 E6 
D4 0 0175 SCALE RE - 1 5 EBB 
DH49 0.0175 SCALE RE a 2 8 E0 
V07T94S2A/H-REF 065-138 SEC 
D-49 0.0175 SCALE RE . 2.5 E0 
OH49 0 0175 SCALE RE . 3 0 EBB 










10-2 Ft I III I i 1 j ii 1-- 1f I I l ll 
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
ANGLE-OF-ATTAC - DEG BASE TIME 05/2/8316248423.01 SEC. 
C 




0 0H49 08.175 SCALE RE - 0.S EGG
0 0H49 8.8175 SCALE RE - 1.0 Eec 
OH49 8.017S SCALE RE - 1.5 EOG
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE " 2.0 EG6
 
0H49 8.0175 SCALE RE - 2.S EG
 
0H49 8.0175 SCALE RE - 3.8 EGG
 
+49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.7 EG
 
A _._____,___ 
F A-.9 E 
, l__ - 1 ___ 
H '__________ 
/ 
45 5iS 20 a5 30 35 40 
E-/aS' 
AHGLE-OF-ATTACr - DEG BASE TIRlE -2769381.444 SEC. 
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10-2 a ____________ _____ I 1 
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MACH NUMBER vMSE TIME • *S*49744.f' .C. 
STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.141 FLIGHT PHRAIETER CO[fPARISO 






2 AT PA-41,f DlEG 0b 
10 -
0 5 10 







i i ti 
25 




STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.14) FLIGHT PARAMETER COtIPARISO 
V07TG462A/H-REF 965-)300 SEC 
A dAl~-21 no nrr': 
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I __ ___ __ ____ ___ ___0 0 
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10-2u 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
MACH NUMBER NASE TXME Zfl W.flb SEC.
 




(107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.14) FLIGHT PARAMETER COPARISO 
0H49 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES VO7T94G2A'H-REF 105-1460 SEC 
0149 ALPHA - 2S DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA " 30 DEGREES 
oH49 ALPHA - 3S DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES 
0149 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES 
F 
0H0 
L 1 0- 108107 
_ _ 
- -: _ _ _ - ­jo a-
REYNOLDS NUMBER CNS) ROSE TIME *"49744.". Mt. 
STS-3 1,107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0O.,1 FLIGHT PARAMETER COMiPARISO 
0 OH49 ALPHA • 20 DEGREES ,,, UO7T9462A/H-REF 200-1380 SEC 
[ 0H49 ALPHA - 2SDEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA , 3S DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA • 40 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 4S DEGREES 
IIIIII--3- I I/ I f -t " " II 
T! I 
!~~~ IV! I~~lI0: 
jo i 1 0l 
H 0I 
He3 ie 4 105 io 6 7 s a 
REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) SASE TIME - RE/3/l8314778.H$ SEC. 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.14) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
OH49 ALPHA . 20 DEGREES V07TO462A/H-REF 965-1300 SEC 
N049 ALPHA = 25 DECREES 
OH49 ALPHA s 30 DECREES 
DH40 ALPHA . 35 DECREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES 
OH40 ALPHA = 45 DEGREES 
......25 9 - 'E-
F __- I _ __ _ ___ _ 
F 1IIKii____ ___I___ 
U D EC
'--ALP4A=5E SAL'"A=4; 00 
F ;--- ,0 r 
101 O W_ _ /_-----, 
H 
E 
E 0 II,-- _____ 
1 5 O0 I 07 1028 
REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) BASE TiltS- 16840423,a SEC. 
STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.14) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
0H49 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES U67T9462A/H-REF 15-13e SEC 0] 
 0H49 ALPHA - 2S DEGREES
0H49 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 46 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES
 
i iiiI _J.





0 1.8103 0 ~ 0 
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600 80 
TIME - SECONDS 
I I 11II I I I I | I 
1000 
1 1 I I 
1200 
II I I I 
1400 
0,a *3 
STS-i (107 FT LENGTH CL X/LO.16) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
0 0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 0.5 E6 UIT9463A/H-REF 
10S-1460 SEC 
0- OH49 0.017S SCALE RE * 1.e E06 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 E6 
OH49 0.01?S SCALE RE - 2.0 £06 
0N49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.5 E6 
0H49 0.8175 SCALE RE - 3.0 EG6 
+ 0H49 0.017S SCALE RE - 3.7 
E"0 
F) 00 




1_- _ _ _ L I ! I I f__!iIl , 1 I I I I I _ I I I _ I 
40 45 se
15 20 25 30 35 
$4/36W 3 
TIME * 44944," SM.AHGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG BSE 
STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.16) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
V07T9463A/H-REF 200-1480 SECo049 0.0175 SCALE RE * 0.5 E06 

(3 0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE * 1.0 EBS
 
04149 0.017S SCALE RE - 1.5 EBB
 
OH49 0.8175 SCALE RE - 2.0 EO
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.5 Ee6
 
0449 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.0 EBB
 
3.7 Eef
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10 2 J I 
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(107 FT LENGTH 
0H49 0.017S SCALE RE 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE 
0H49 O0.1S SCALE RE 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE 
049 0.0175 SCALE RE 
CL l,,'L=O.16' 
- 0.5 E06 
- 1.0 EGG 
- 1.S E06 
- 2.0 E06 
- 2.S EG 
* 3.0 E06 
* 3.7 E0G 
FLIGHT PARHMETER COMPARISO 
U07 9463A/H-REF 200-1380 SEC 
F 1I1 
'0 
410- I __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
1 0 -­ __II  I l l l l___ II I I I I I I I I I I l l l 
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 




(107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.1C] 
H49 0 0175 SCALE RE = 0.5 EOG 
OH4 9 0175 SCALE RE . 1.0 EOG 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE . 1.5 E2 
0*40 8.175 SCALE RE . 2.0 EOS, 
0449 0 0175 SCALE RE - 2,5 EOS 
0H49 0 0175 SCALE RE . 3.2 EOS 
H44g0175 SCALE RE = 3 7 E8 
FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
V07T9403A/H-REF 965-1380 SEC 
rii 
FF 





ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG BASE 11M. 1046.MMO SEC. 
_ _ _ 
_ 
STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.18) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
U07T9463A/H-REF 158-1350 SEC
049 0.017S SCALE RE 0.5 E06 

00H49 0.8175 SCALE RE 
- 1.0 EGG
 
0H49 0.01?5 SCALE RE 	- 1.5 E06
 
oH49 0.017S SCALE RE 	- 2.0 EGG
 
OH49 0.0175 SCALE RE 2.5 E06
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE 	- 3.0 E06
 
- 3.7 EGG
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0H49 6.817S SCALE RE ­ 2.5 Egg
0H49 8.0175 SCALE RE - 3.8 EOS 






H _ _ _ __ p _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
0 
1 -­ _ __II I I I I I I I I I I I I l t I I I 
I 
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 
F30-483 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG SAGE TIRE - 69449744.6l SMC 
STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.30) FLIGHT PARAMETER CONPARISO
 
E#6 U07T9468A/H-REF 200-1480 SEC049 0.0175 SCALE RE = 0.5 

0149 8.B175 SCALE RE - 1.0 E6
 
0"49 6.817S SCALE RE - 1.5 E86
 
01H49 0.0175 SCALE RE * 2.0 EBB
 
0149 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.5 ES
 
04H49 0.4175 SCALE RE - 3.0 EG 
"3.7 E6
 







I I t I 
Si i i I_ t 
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 5 
04/3'/83 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG SASE TIE - a5 .36.644SEC. 
STS-3 (107 FT LEHGTH CL X,'L=O.30) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
0H49 0.175 SCALE RE - 0.5 EQG UV0T9468A/H-REF 200-1380 SEC
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.e EG6
 
0149 0.8175 SCALE RE * 1.6 EBB
 
0H49 8.017 SCALE RE - 2.0 EBB
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.6 EBB
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE * 3.8 EGB 
0H49 0.0176 SCALE RE - 3.? EB6 
___________ __________ ___________E'9.363E! 




15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
*4/34/23
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG BASE TMEx-*f4564.6S 66C. 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.30) FLIGHT PARAMETER COPARISO
 
C04H49 0 8175 SCALE RE = 3 5 EBG V87TQ4BA/H-REF 965-1300 SEC 
OH4 a 0175 SCALE RE - 1.8 EOB 
OH49 0 8175 SCALE RE - I 5 EBB 
OH449 8 8175 SCALE RE - 2.0 E0 
0420 0)75 SCALE RE - 2 5 EOS 
OH49 0 0175 SCALE RE * 3 9 EG 














20 25 30 






ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG BASE TItOE . 05/02/8316048423.Sg8 SEC. 
STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L-0.30) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 0.5 ES6 6U7T9468A/H-REF 158-1350 SEC 
0N49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.0 E06
 
01449 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 EQS
 
0849 0.0)7S SCALE RE - 2.8 E06
 
0149 0.0175 SCALE RE - a.5 E6
 
0149 0.8175 SCALE RE - 3.0 EG6
 







i I I I_ I I ICII I |
i i l I I I
1 i-- i 

15 ao as 30 35 40 45 
DEG )ASE TIlE - 27,Ulfl5$1. WC-AHGLE-OF-ATTACK ­
00 
5 








3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1o 11' 1a 
04/3/83 
MACH NUMBER BASE TIME - 6f49744.0l SEC. 














* 5 10 15 20 as 30 
f4/3-/T3
MACGH NlUMBER BASE TtKE - SW360 W­
STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.30, FLIGHT PiRNETER COMPflRISO
 
UB7T946BA/H-REF 200-1380 SEC 
I 10-1 __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ ,0 -__ 

10.-2 I I I I I I I I I 1 I I 1 I I I I I i I I I I I
 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
 
*4'303 
MACH NUMBER meTXtil *fl4.o844 seC. 















LPLP2A=40 00 DEC 
00 
3 




3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I1 12 13 
MACH NUMBER BASE riflE M5/8./83,-1648423.8U sEC. 
_ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ 





F 1 0-i 
I I I I
1 0 . 2I i I I I I I I I I I I I 

2 DE5 3Q5 10 15 

04/ 'aa3 
*ASF E -a 9assi.en, SEC.MACH HUMDER 
STS-i (10? FT LENGTH CL X/L=0#30) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
01449 ALPHA , 20 DEGREES Ue0?T9468A/H-REF 1065-1460 SEC 
I 1 0H49 ALPHA ­ 25 DEGREES 
Oi49 ALPHA ­ 30 DEGREES 
01149 ALPHA . 35 DEGREES 
0449 ALPHA " 40 DEGREES 


















*f42744.0"ASE TIME 6 SEC.REYNOLDS NUIBER (NS) 

STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.30) FLIGHT PARAMETER COIPARISO
 
V?T9468A/H-REF 200-1488 SEC
g 0W49 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES 25 DEGREES
r13 01449 ALPHA ­
0H49 ALPHA * 30 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES
 
0149 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES
 
















XASE T116E 27S"236-64 Sit-REYNOLDS NUMBER (MS) 




0H49 ALPHA - 25 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA 2 U07TI46S/H-REF 200-1380 SEC 
0H49 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA * 35 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA • 40 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES
 







6 ii1103 1- i10 

"/'30/83
REN OLDS NUMiiBER (NS) SASE TRE 07745694." SEC. 
_ _ 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=G.30) FLIGHT PARAETER COMPARISO
 
0 OH40 ALPHA . 20 DEGREES VB7TO468A/H-REF 065-1300 SEC 
1306-449 ALPHA - 25 DEGREES 
n49 ALPHA . 30 DEGREES
 
064 ALPHA w 35 DEGREES
 
OH40 ALPHA . 4 DEGREES
 

















__'E F| ___ 
10-2 1 0 I 10 ' ' 105 1 0 6 0 7 10 8 
98502/83 
REYNOLDS NUMBER INS)3 BASE IXIIE 16040423 SWO SEC. 
STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L-0.30) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
01449 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES U0?T9468A/H-REF 150-1350 SEC 
101449 ALPHA . 2S DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES
 
04449 ALPHA * 3S DEGREES
 
04449 ALPHA " 40 DEGREES
 
OH49 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES
 
I~i II I ll.. .. " I IIII I 






o41o5t III i lli 6 i is
8
 
C103 i1/. " 
BASE TIlE - aflflS9l.04 ,V.REYNOLDS NUMBER (N) 










I [J l 1 1 11 1 1j1 i
 
1100 1150 120 1250 1300 1350 1400 1450 1500
 
*4'/3'3
'TIME - SECONDS 













II I I I I I I I I II I II J I I I I I I II I I I1 1
IIII I II II I II I 

200 400 600 see ieee 1200 1400 1600 
TIME - SECONDS 0 4 /30/43 






0Il I * l l i ~ i il l l l , l i l li a!Ir 
100 400 0 
TIME - SECONDS 
10 1200 1400 
64/30/23 




























950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200 1250 1300 
TIME -SECONDS 65/82/83 












l li l i l l
Lill l i!
L - Llall l I llI I IiIIi l l I li l III 

1008 1200 1400
 a 206 400 606 Sao 

33
TIME - SECONDS 




















1400 1450 150@ 
"43/83 













1200 1400 1600 
*4/0,83 














1000 1200 1400 
W343 

















950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200 

7IME - SECONDS B5/B2/83
 














B e@ 400 1600 see 1000 1200 140* 
TIME - SECONDS *4,as 3 
STS-1 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.40) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
0 
o 
0849 0.017S SCALE RE 
0N49 08.0175 SCALE RE 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE 
- 0.6 EG6 
a 1.0 EOS 
- 1.6 EGG 
U07T9471A/H-REF 106S-1460 SEC 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - LB EBB 
1H49 0.0175 SCALE RE a 2. E06 
0H49 8.0175 SCALE RE - 3.0 ESE 
+ 0149 0.0175 SCALE RE 






45 so15 as as 30 35 48 




STS-B (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.40) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
0.5 EBG UB7T94VIA/H-REF 208-1480 SEC
 
0149 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.0 EBB
 
0H49 0.1?S SCALE RE - 1.5 EBB
 
0449 0.617S SCALE RE - 2.0 EBB
 
0149 0.01?5 SCALE RE - 2.5 EGG
 
0H49 6.017S SCALE RE - 3.0 EGB
 
s3.? EGG 
01149 9.017S SCALE RE ­







is pe 25 30 35 48 45 so 
- DEG IIAS TIME . 275S#23.0 Wc.ANGLE-OF-ATTACK 

STS-3 (107 FT LEHGTH CL X/L=O.4OJ FLIGHT PARI"IETER COIIPARISO
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE 

0149 0.0175 SCALE RE 

0N49 0.0175 SCALE RE 

0N49 8.0175 SCALE RE 

0N49 8.017S SCALE RE 

0N49 0.0175 SCALE RE 








jo-- I I II II I 
" 0.5 E06 UOT94?IA/H-REF 200-1380 SEC 
- 1.0 EOG
 












I I jIjj I I I i II444-JI I I 
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
04/3.3 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG EASE TINE - 7?4S884.fl SEC. 
50 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.40) FLIGHT PARAMETER COIPARISO
 
0 O49 2 2175 SCALE RE - 0.5 E26 V871T471A/H-REF 965-130 SEC
 
13 O49 0 0175 SCALE RE - I B EBB
 
H409.0175 SCALE RE . 1.5 E52
 
0H49 8.8)75 SCALE RE - 2.8 EBB
 
ON49 0.0175 SCALE RE a 2.5 EOS
 
0H40 0175 SCALE RE = 3 8 EBB
 











__ __ _ 
_ _ __ _ _0 m__ 
15 ~ ~~~~ 2c20354 55 
5015 20 25 30 35 40 45 
85/A02/83ANGLE-OF-ATTACK ASE 1151 16040423.B8 SEC.-DEG 
STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.40) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
U s7T9471A/H-REF 150-1350 SEC 
- 8.5 E06 o 0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE 049 0.8±7S SCALE RE - 1.0 E06
 
0H49 0.61?5 SCALE RE - 1.5 EGG
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.0 E06
 
0N49 0.6175 SCALE RE - 2.5 E6
 
0149 0.al?5 SCALE RE - 3.0 EG
 
- 3.? EGG





45E so 030 35. 
5020 26 30 35 40 4516 
T4,,SS3
BASE TIME • a76"591."o .ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG 




F fiLPHA,35." KEG 




8 4 6 8 1 

,M4I4.l St.MACH NUMBER lAS" TIM ­











0 5 10 15 ae 25 30 
AT4i*/83MACH NUMBER BASE TINE 2755423r-6 SEC­












I I I 
5 
I I I I 
10 
I I I I 
15 
I I I I 
20 
I I i I I I I I 
30 z5 
MACH HUMBER BASE TIME 
04/N3/83 
6*7?46684.6fl SEC. 
STS-4 1107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.40) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO­
V07T9471A/H-REF 965-130a SEC 
9 __ 
gII 
I I_ _ __ 
I_ _ _ 
_ 
_ _ 
8 - + 
F i 
LPHA=2 00 DEC; A35 D ;u 










- I I I I I f I I II II I I I I I I I I I 1 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 
MtACH NUMBER BASE TIflE -L 
85M2/O3 
i5048423.8W1 StC. 







e 5 le 1 ­
.MACH NUMBER . . S"Tw 



























STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.40) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
U%7T9471A/H-REF 268-1486 SEC 
1O449 ALPHA - PS DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA " 30 DEGREES 
0N49 ALPHA " 3S DEGREES
 
0 OH49 ALPHA - P-6 DEGREES 

OH49 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA " 45 DEGREES
 
IIIII 




1III III- 104 1 , 1l - 8 
III36/I3 I M I-S -oIIBIREYNOLDS NUMBER 

10-a 4 le e6 1 
? 
14/34/,83 
REYNOLDS NUMBER (HS) IAsETIME• a7ssSa3fl-W4SEc, 
STS-3 (107 FT LEHGTH CL 
0H49 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES 
CH49 ALPHA - 25 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES 
OH49 ALPHA o 35 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES 
CR49 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES 
X,/L=0,40i FLIGHT PfiR ETER CO'PPARISO 







REYNOLDS NUMBER (H,) IME E 4774664.S" SEC. 
0 
- --- 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.40) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
0 OH49 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES V07T0471A/H-REF 965-1300 SEC 
E-I OH49 ALPHA . 25 DEGREES
 
OH40 ALPHA a 30 DEGREES 
OH4 ALPHA a 35 DEGREES 
OH40 ALPHA . 40 DECREES
 
DM49 ALPHA . 45 DEGREES
 
I _ _ _ _ _- ___ __ __ .....: __ _____ 
K ," 41K 
AL HA=4 1 02 DEF 

E













'REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) BASE TInE - 6040423 em SEC. 
STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.40) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
00149 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES U8?T9471A/H-REF 150-1350 SEC 
n0H149 ALPHA - E5 DEGREES
 
01149 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES 
01449 ALPHA - 48 DEGREES
 
0N49 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES
 
I r\ m I Irn i I:: 
FIT III1 ­i I 2 
I I :
/: :- "I 






:: is6 1,i8 
REYIIOLDS HUMiBER (115) BASE Tr1M -ttnsl.." SIC. 









1050 1180 1158 1200 1260 1300 13S0 140 1450 1500 
TIME - SECONDS *4/31/83 












see 1000 1200 1400 1600
Bee 400 600 

TIME - SECONDS 04/34/83 






03 u 00 
IT: 
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 
TIME - SECONDS *4,:0/83 





















950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200 1250 1300 
TIME -SECONDS B5/BZ/83 





0, L op 
I I I| L lI | I t II i . 1 I1 I I 1 1 1I I I I I ti| l l i 1 1 I II Il:l i l i l I i I 

Rsoo 480 600 see 1000 I 0 1400 
TIME - SECONDS W,, 9 
8600 






TIME - SECOHDS *4___ 







see _ _ 
600 
200 400 608 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 
TIME - SECONDS 04/M/a3 











200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 
TIME - SECONDS 04/3/i3 
















950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200 1250 1300 
TIME -SECONDS 05/a2/83 



















(107 FT LENGTH CL XIL=0.50) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 0.5 06 U9T9521A/H-REF 
1065-1460 SEC 
0849 8.8176 SCALE RE • 1.0 EBB 
0H49 8.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 E86 
0849 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.8 E06 
0849 0.0175 SCALE RE ­ .S EQS 
0H49 0.B175 SCALE RE - 3.0 EQ6 
0849 8.817S SCALE RE - 3.? EUS 
E\ 
35 48 45 so15a 530 

DEG DASETIKE- 6647.g4 SEC.
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK ­
STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L-0.50) FLIGHT PARAMETER COfIPARISO
 
V6T952IA'H-REF 200-1480 SEC0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 8.5 EBB 

E 01449 B.617S SCALE RE - 1.0 EQS
 
0H49 0.817S SCALE RE - 1.5 EGG
 
 
0449 6.0175 SCALE RE - 2.0 EGG
 
0H49 0.8175 SCALE RE - 2.5 EG6
 
0149 0.6175 SCALE RE - 3.0 EGG
 
RE - 3.7 EQS








45 so152 530 35 40 
- 27SSO.U-,* sMcANIGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG NASE TrAE 
STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL X'L=05.5) FLIGHT PARHPIETER COMPfRISO 
0 	 0H49 0.0i75 SCALE RE - 8.5 EQS U09T5SSIA/H-REF 200-1380 SEC
 
13 	 0H49 0.017S SCALE RE - 1.0 E06
 
0N49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 EOG
 
0H49 8.81? SCALE RE., a.8 E06
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.5 E86
 
0H49 0.0176 SCALE RE * 3.0 Ee 
+ 	 049 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.? E06 
F 
____ _______ ___ ____ ___O 	 Z 
10-
____i__ 
_i i li 	 IIII lil I i Iii iIi1S 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
*I4'34'83iANGLE-OF-ATTACK( 




(107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.503 
049 8,0175 SCALE RE = 0.5 EOS 
-40 0.175 SCALE RE ­ 1., Egg 
O&40 10.0175 SCALE RE ­ 1.5 E06 
CH4 3 0175 SCALE RE . 2,0 EOS 
ON40 9.0175 SCALE RE = 2.5 Eg 
H40 4 0175 SCALE RE 3 B 0 EOg 
OH4 0 2175 SCALE RE = 3 7 EZB 
FLIGHT PARAMETER CONPARISO 





























__ __- _____ 
ANGL -OF-TTAK - EG 
40 45 5020 25 30 3515 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG BASE IZflE .- 6402 SEC. 
STS-S (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.SO) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
UB9T9521A/H-REF 150-13S0 SEC
049 0.0175 SCALE RE - 0.5 EQS 

0N49 0.01?5 SCALE RE - t.0 E06
 
0149 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 EB6
 
0H49 6.0175 SCALE RE - 2.6 EB6 0H49 0.01?5 SCALE RE - 2.5 E06
 






0+49 0.0175 SCALE RE 
;6EE 
F 
182 2 I I I i I I I I IJ-I-J J.I.J-L I III 
15 20 25 30 35 




*4, P2, 83 
lrE - anSsl.04 -EX. 
STS-1 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.50) FLIGHT PARAMETER COIPARISO
 
UVOT95aIA/H-REF 1065-1460 SEC 
1 
00 





18 ia 14 
- 4 6 8 
04/30/93 
AASE 9*fl49 44.6MACH NUMBER TIKE- SEC. 
STS-2 (187 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.50) FLIGHT PARAMETER COPIPARISO
 
U89T9S21A/H-REF 288-1480 SEC 




305 10 15 a05 
OVfl'83 
TIRE - aSS".fl- Sn.MACH NUMBER BASE 
STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL XL=O._O) FLIGHT PARMETER GOMPiARISO
 




L 5 0 
102I i i i i I i i i i i ! i i i i i i i i i A I 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 






























1 1 12 
BASE TIME -16040423,808i 
13 
SEC. 





2 I I I I I I I I I I I
I0 --.. I I I I I I I
.
 
5 10 16 20 25 30
 
04/28 '3 
BASE TINE • an? l.U SC.MACH NUMBER 
STS-1 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.50) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
0 0849 ALPHA - 28 DEGREES UO9T952IA/H-REF 1065-1460 SEC 
13 0H49 ALPH1A - 25 DEGREES 
0N49 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 3S DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 4 DEGREES
 
OH49 ALPHA - 4S DEGREES
 




REllYLSUNR (NB) ltlK fl94. U 
l5 10 6 le ? a0 
*4.-3:0-83 
REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS5) BASE VINE- 0"49744."# SE. 




0-	 Ol49 ALPHA - L5 DEGREES
 
0*449 ALPHA - 38 DEGREES
 
0149 ALPIA - 35 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALP14A - 40 DEGREES
 
0149 ALPHA " 45 DEGREES
 
S0*49 ALPHA - 28 DEGREES 
I I I I II III il Ul "\I'11 /I II.,o 
II~~~c ll ll)Nll 
I III III w II 
H TI 
II III1o,, 	 1,,.6I II I I 
1 6 	 EC3 lU4 N	 lto
10R 

RASE TIM 	 -essia~i-iREYNOLDS NUMIBER (IS i2'li 	 SEC­
STS-3 
0 
(107 FT LEHGTH CL 
049 ALPHA •20 DEGREES 
01H49 ALPHA - 2S DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 38 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA "35 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES 
/L=0.5O) FLIGHT PHRAIIIETER COIPARISO 









i0J 1 - -4.1 





MBERI L I6IIII5 
= 
.01: 
103 104 105 106 l107 108 
REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) ROSE TIME 04/30/83• 0774684.6" SEC. 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.50 FLIGHT PARAMETER COPARISO
 
o H49 ALPHA . 20 DEGREES V09T0521A/-REF 965-1300 SEC 
04449 ALPHA - 25 DEGREES
 
OH40 ALPHA . 38 DEGREES
 
OH49 ALPHA . 35 DEGREES
 
OH49 ALPHA a 40 DEGREES
 








10- 2 0I 
I05 7
106 -0 108 
REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) BASE TIn - 16048423,980 SEC. 
__ 
STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.50) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
o 	 0H49 ALPHA - 28 DEGREES U09T9521A/I-REF 150-1358 SEC 
OH49 ALPHA - 25 DEGREES0H49 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES0H49 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA " 48 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES
 
F~ 	 v-
I I II II 	 1-JL JJ. .. .. i lI IiII-
I I Io I I I 	 '111r11 ' I I I0l II 	 0 
0 	 A F DI IqIIII 	 I I o
 rll 
"'i 	 i""'0"" 
1ll03 104 105 "06ll 	 1 011 III 
4K88/83
REYNOLDS NUMBER (NG) WAE TIME 27flDSSIl"flSEC­






lose 1188 its@ 1200 125e 1300 1350 1400 1450 1588
 
TIME - SECONDS o, ,u
 















1209 1408 1600 
W36/83= 








200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
 
TIME - SECONDS 04/3
 













950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200 1250 1300 
TIME - SECONDS B5/02/83 







I I I I I I
II I I I I I l i l i 1 1I 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I11I11 1 1 1 1 I I I I 1 I I I
 
l000 120e 1400
S200 400 Goo 800 

TIME - SECONDS *4128,93 













lose 1Iea 1is. 1200 1250 1300 1350 1400 1450 1508 
TIME - SECONDS O,83 








1000 12e -1400 1600
800 400 600 800 

*413/2TIME- SECOHDS 







s e e l ~ 
800 




I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
800 
- SECONDS 
i pli ll l l * _ _ _ 
10002  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
1400 
W3A/83 













950 1000 1050 1100 150 1200 1250 1300 
TIME -SECONDS 2a92/3 










600400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 
TIME -SECONDS *'a 23 




o 0849 0.0175 SCALE RE - 8.6 E86O 0"449 8.0175 SCALE RE " 1.8 EG 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 EG6
 
049 6.0175 SCALE RE * a.e E86
 
OH49 6.0175 SCALE RE - 2.5 EOG
 
049 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.0 E86
 
"3.7 E86






A GLE-OF-ATT-CK - DEG BASE TIME *
 
STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH 
OH49 0.0175 SCALE RE 
0H49 0.8175 SCALE RE 
0H49 6.0116 SCALE RE 
OH49 0.01S SCALE RE 
OH49 0.0176 SCALE RE 
0H49 8.0175 SCALE RE 
0H49 0.8175 SCALE RE 
CL ,,L=0.6033 
- 0.5 E06 
- 1.0 E6 
- 1.S E6 
- 2.0 E06 
- 2.5 EGG 
- 3.0 E06 
- 3.7 EGG 
FLIGHT PAfP I'IETER CO1PiRISO 








ts 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 
04/3043

ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG mSE TIRE1 - 67745684.6"l SEC.
 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.80) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
OH49 0 0175 SCALE RE u 0 5 EBE V97T947BA/H-REF 065-1300 SEC 
[] OH49 0 176 SCALE RE - 1 0 E0
 
OH4B 0 175 SCALE RE - I 5 EBB 
06H49 0 0175 SCALE RE - 2 8 E06
 
0*40 8 0175 SCALE RE a 2 5 EBB 
0H49 0 0175 SCALE RE = 3 0 EBB
 









F C= A nLi i 
_I I t___ 
III t111 I
10-2Ii 1l1i ii II,,!: i 

50




BASE TAKE 26848423 020 SEC.ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEC 
STS-5 (167 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.60) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
0 0H49 8.8075 SCALE RE - 0.5 EQS UT9478A/&-REF 1S-1358 SEC 
0R49 0.8175 SCALE RE - 1.0 EQG
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 E06 
0N49 0.0175 SCALE RE - a.0 EGG 
0H49 0.8175 SCALE RE - 2.5 EQS 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.8 EQ6 
+OH496.615 SCALE RE ­ 3.? ESG 








IJ II l 
5 






I II I I I I 
45 5 
TASEME - ?W9861.6flEt. 







001 ___5 5 10 5 3 
10-a i i ,I I I I I I I l II I I I I I A 
0 5 loH1UE0-as 3 
MACH NUMBER BASE TifE - 27SS2368S C­
STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L= G0)' FLIGHT PHRAIiETER COHPRRISO 
U07T9478A/H-REF 2QB-1380 SEC 
AlI.__,HA __ __ 
F9 "a 
H iL_-__ _ _ _G_ _LP_ _ l_ _.__ 4__ _ _ 
2 i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I a I 
0 5 10 1S 20 235 30 
04/30 83 
MACH NUMBER IASE TIRE 6*774S684.668 SEC. 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0,S0) FLIGHT PARAMETER CONIPARISO
 






3 4 5 6 7 8 10 Ir 12 13 
'_ACH NUMBER BASE " 1604042.0N SEC. 
STS-5 (1? FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.60) FLIGHT PARAMETER COtqPhRISO 




_ __ _ 
_ __ _ ______ 
___ ___ ___ 






, i i I I I 
t 












STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=@.6O) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
0 OH49 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES 288-1488 SEC_VO7TS478A/H-REF 

0H49 ALPHA - 25 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES
 
0149 ALPHA 40 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA * 45 DEGREES
 










REYNOLDS HUMBER (HS) DA%nflw. alSne3e.H0 SC. 
STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL X,L=O.60) FLIGHT PARAHETER COI"PARISO 
0H49 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES U07794?8A/H-REF 200-1380 SEC 
0H49 ALPHA - 25 DEGREES
 
OH49 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES
 
OH49 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES
 
OH49 ALPHA * 40 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES
 
HI I 1 11- I 1 S n i ~~ Os lo 




103 104 Loso16 107o
 




(107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.60) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
H4 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES V0779476A/H-REF 065-138 SEC 
OH49 ALPHA . 25 DEGREES 
DM49 ALPHA . 30 DEGREES 
OH40 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES 
OH49 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES 
























STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L0.60) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
0 0H49 ALPHA - 28 DEGREES UG7T947BA/H-REF 150-1358 SEC 
17 OH9 ALPHA - 25 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES 
- 38 DEGREES0N49 ALPHA 
* 4 DEGREESOH49 ALPHA














10 3 10 4 le 5 106 

e28'83 
REYNIOLDS NUMBER (N15) WAE TIME - 26LM3.m* Sit. 
102 
















200 400 600 800 

0,02TIME - SECONDS 








t I I I l I I I I l I I I I I I i I I I I I I I I I * 
0 r 
200 400 600 800 i000 1200 1400 
TIME - SECONDS 04/3843 










TG r 71 v 
ucnT
 
P F l l fl l l~ /fII~ ~ l l I l ! l ! I l l l } I I l l l lI f l 









950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1220 1250 1300 
TIME 25JS221S3-SECONDS 












a 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 
t2't3TIME - SECONDS n 












600 1000 1208 1400 1600
200 400 800 















400 600 Boo 1800 1200 
TIME - SECONDS 04/30n 
200 1400 






















II IIIIII I I I t lIII II II IIII I II I I I 
1000 1050 1100 1150 1200 1250 1300 
TIME - SECONDS n/02/8 


























STS-1 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.69) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
o 	 0H49 8.0175 SCALE RE - 0.5 EG V7T94BIA/H-REF 1065-14" SEC 
OH49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.0 EM610H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 E06
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.0 EQS
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.5 E06
 
OH49 6.017S SCALE RE - 3.0 EG6
 





H 	 AF 	 I I 
H _____________ 
ilt iitl IIl 111
I- Itig illI III 

iS 20 25 30 35 40 45 5 
04/3/S3 
DEG TIOE SEC.ANGLE-OF-ATTACK -	 EASE 4*f49744.,f 
STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.G9) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
CH49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 8.5 E06 UB7T9481A/H-REF 20-1480 SEC 
OC49 8.0175 SCALE RE - 1.0 E06
 
0449 0.017S SCALE RE - 1. EGG
 
CH49 0.0175 SCALE RE • 2.0 EGG
 
0H49 0.0173 SCALE RE " 2.S EeG 
0H49 *017S SCALE RE - 3.0 EGG 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.7 EGG+ 





25 30 35 40 4515 20 
AsE TIME - an5a.6f SEC.ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG 
50 
STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.69) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARI30 
0H49 0.075 SCALE RE - 0.5 E06 UO7TS48IA/H-REF 200-1380 SEC
 0H49 0.075 SCALE RE - 1.0 EG
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 E06
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.0 EG
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.5 EOG
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.0 EG
 




r~~~u Z/./ r") 
ACre4.- ;a 
is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 




(107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.69) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
H49 B 0175 SCALE RE - 8 5 E86 V07T9481A/H-REF 985-130 SEC 
04 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.8 EBB 
0(449 8.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 EB6 
H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2,8 E8 
CH49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.5 EOBS 
ON4Q 0 0175 SCALE RE u 3.0 EBB 






10 - 2 ' // 
1 0 
00 
45 5015 20 25 30 35 40 
ASE IME - 1604423. WllSEC.
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK -DEG 

STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L-0.69) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
0 CH49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 0.5 E06 V0?T9481A/H-REF 
S-1350 SEC 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.8 E" 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 EOG 
0H49 0.017S SCALE RE " 2.0 E86 
CH49 6.8175 SCALE RE - 2.5 EOS 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.0 EQS 
+ 0N49 0.8175 SCALE 
RE - 3.? E86 
F 
F K-. 6 0: 
F 
1I- , i i i i Ii i i i i ii i I I i i I I I I I 
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG nasE TISE * S9WRl..f4 SW. 













_ _ ____H 
00 
10 








*fl497g44, f SC. 


























5 tO 15 28 25 30
0 
MA/3'3
3A - 22Sf34,S sEC,
MACH NUMBER TINE 






/ jo-uHt v 
10 -a I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
0 3010 2 2515 0 
A4/3
MACH NUMBER EASE TIME * *fl458840 SEC. 
















I -2 .. LLL .fL.lfI.. W LLLL IfLLL LEULO JIIJfL 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 12 13 




STS-S (10 FT LENGTH CL X/LrO,69) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
__________ 





e515 20 a5 30 
MACH NUMBER WE IM - rnSsi.s. SEC. 
STS-1 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.69) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
U7T948A/H-REF 186S-1460 SEC0 0H49 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES 100*H49 ALPHA * 25 DEGREES 
H49 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES
 
0+449 ALPHA - 48 DEGREES
 
0449 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES
 
I A i i 
.PH .24 P. I I 
RF 
A.I, I QF - - - r V A I II I I I ":u.VLI- A 
06 El " V I I 
41I ci
1 - -- _ __ - - -•- - - - - ­
5 6 716 _l_ _l- -----
WEs TME - 9449744 SWt.REVNOLDS NUMBER (NS) 

STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L-O.69) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
0*H49 ALPHA • 20 DEGREES Ue07g481A/H-REF 20-1480 SEC 
0 OH49 ALPH1A - a DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA * 30 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 3S DEGREES
 
OH49 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES
 
oH49 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES
 
F 
II IIIIIJ l.ac-w. ,-.'%CAH 
H -­
- 0 I1113- 4 1 

REYNOLDS NUMBER (N45) BASE TIME* 2fl5483.fl SMt. 
STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL 
OH49 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA * 2S DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES 
OH49 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES 
049 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES 
X/L=0,69) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
























I "I L I L 
-
h~ 




REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) PAU TIMES 0745104.0 SEC. 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.693 FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
0 OH40 
OH4 
ALPHA . 20 DEGREES 
ALPHA . 25 DEGREES 
V07T941A/H-REF 085-1300 SEC 
OH49 ALPHA . 38 DECREES 
OH49 ALPHA . 35 DEGREES 
OH40 ALPHA . 40 DEGREES 
OH4 ALPHA = 45 DECREES 
At-, 
co F ALHA, 
Ei 
F 
FA v A_ 
_'"n 
i-
H w-n<& t H 
- o-r-- t 1 (F__ _, __,v -­ .' - - -­ o-°_ 
',r_ []-ii 











10 7 10 a 
RB102.83 
REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) BASE TIME 16604423.beoi SEC. 
STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.69) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
DEGREES V07T9481A/H-REF 150-1350 SEC
0 0H49 ALPHA - 20 

E31 0H49 ALPHA - 25 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES
 
OH49 ALPHA * 35 DEGREES
 
0-49 ALPHA " 40 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 4S DEGREES
 
'lI i Il I I1| I %t4* fl~ I I [t Ii I 
II ............ III







H H l1l0IIIA IIII U 






ASE TIME 2769I6.f EC.REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) 











1100 1150 1200 1250 1300 1350 1400 1450 1508 
TIME - SECONDS 04/3VX3 






460 600 see 1000 1200 1400 1600
200 

TIlE - SECONDS *413043 
































950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200 1250 

TIME













0 208 400 600 800 l0e 120 1400
 
TIME - SECONDS evs833
 
















1400 1460 1500 
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200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600
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TIMlE - SECOHD' Iq I 



















950 1000 1050 1100 
TIME -SECONDS 
1150 1200 1250 1300 
95/02/83 












80 100 1206 1400
0 200 400 600 

04,ZE-83TIME 	 - SECONDS 
400 
STS-1 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.80) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
RE - 0.5 	EBG UOVT94SA/H-REF 1065-1460 SECO 0H49 0.8175 SCALE 
3 	 o49 9.8175 SCALE RE - 1.0 E06
 
OH49 0.017S SCALE RE * 1.5 EBB
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE • 2.0 E6
 
0449 6.0175 SCALE RE - 2.6 E06
 
04449 9.017S SCALE RE * 3.0 E6
 
" 3.7 £E6OH49 6.0175 SCALE RE+ 

F' _ __-_ _ _ _ _,__ _ 
H 
/H 
o 02O i 
0-­
iS 20 25 36 35 40 45 5 
.4/3V33 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG .ASE'tME - m4S44.f, SEC. 
__ ___ 
___ 
STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.80) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
01149 a.0175 SCALE RE - 0.5 E06 UI?T9487A/--REF 280-14890 SEC 
0H49 0.8175 SCALE RE 1.0 EOG 
0H49 .o0175 SCALE RE 1.S EO 
O49 9.0175 SCALE RE 2.0 EQ6 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE 2.5 E06 
0149 0.017S SCALE RE 3.0 ESG 
3.7 E960449 9.0175 SCALE RE
+ 

1 _ __ ___ 00 
EF _/ _ _ _ L__ 
/H' 
15 20 2s 30 35 48 45 se 
bASE TIME - 7SW36.ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG S C. 
STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.30) FLIGHT PARAMETER COiPfRISO
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 0.5 EO6 tJ0T9487AH-REF 200-1380 SEC 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.0 EB?00H49 0.0075 SCALE RE - 1.S EO6
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.0 Em
0H49 .175 SCALE RE " 2.5 EM
 
0H49 0.8175 SCALE RE * 3.0 E6
 






15 2-0 5 30 35 48 45 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG BAS TIME A-/30/34- 077464.4"SI SEC. 
50 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.80) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE a 0 5 EO V07T0487A/H-REF 965-1300 SEC 
0-449 0 0175 SCALE RE - 1.0 EOS 
OH49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1 5 E8
 
0H49 2.0175 SCALE RE * 2 0 EBB 
0H49 0 0175 SCALE RE . 2 5 E06
 
O49 9 075 SCALE RE = 3.0 E0B
 

















15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
05/82/93

ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG BASE 11M1£- 16840423.808 SEC 
STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.80) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
OHS49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 0.5 E06 V0?T9487A/H-REF 150-1350 SEC 
0H49 0.017S SCALE RE - 1.8 E06 
0H49 8.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 E0G 
0H49 0.017S SCALE RE - 2.8 EG6 
0H49 6.017S SCALE RE - 2.5 E$6 
0149 0.01?S SCALE RE - 3.9 E06
 




; 2,9 .,,. 
•4.6 IES 0 0 
HH 17 
so
1520 as 30 35 40 45 

ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG 1ASE TIME - 2769M.l# S-EC. 







I LPHA ,3#.4 DIEG 
4 
N:) 
Io 3 00 
H 
/6 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1@ 11 12 
04/34/43M1ACH NUMBER BAS TIIE 09049744.#"N SEC. 
STS-2 (10? FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.80) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 




c o_ _ _ _ _ 
. , A L P H A ­ 4 0 . " DEG___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 
6 5 18 15 26e 2i5 36 
IIACH NUMBER A rn~ - aTS laG fl sic. 
STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O0,20) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
U87T9487A/H-REF 200-1380 SEC 
ILPHA-28. Q4 DE 




1 0 -B I I I I ! I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
a s ie is ae 25 30 
MACH NUMBER RAS TIME 04/3e'13 * *77464M. SEC. 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.80) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
VB7TQ487A/H-REF 965-1388 SEC 
I kLPHAt4A B DEG 
F 
co H o 5 
H __ __ __ _ C: 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 t3 
MACH NUMBER BASE TIME 
f5/02/83 
16641423 8W SEC. 







H AC NUMBE $ATM___VI"*W 
- I0 I I I I I I I I I I I i I 
0 5 18 iS 20 25 30 
MACH NUMBER BASE TIlE• a,-sSl.,,l S-,. 
___ 
STS-1 (107 FT LENGTH CL XIL=0.80) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
o 0H49 ALPHA * 20 DEGREES UVfT9487A/H-REF 106S-1460 SEC 
H049 ALPHA i 25 DEGREES 
0149 ALPHA " 30 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 3S DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES
 
OH49 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES
 
1 _____I_________ 
I e \ __, _, 
F 
F 
_H tn _ o_II 
8A 1861  
REYNOLDS NU MBER (NS) LA t T~E • fl,4974.f l .s . 
I 
STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L-0.80) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
04449 ALPHA " 20 DEGREES UfTl948?A/H-REF 20-1480 SEC 
0149 ALPHA - 25 DEGREES 049 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES 
H49 lALPHA - 35 DEGREES
 
0"49 ALPHA - 46 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES 
I 1 I II fi ll I 
IF 
r_ 
I I II~~~ll L I --III I 
-I 
H F~ 1_ rr r 
s1 5 s 6 l.7 le 104 IIs3 
REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) sASE TIME- 275flW36.* SE. 
STS-3 (10? FT LENGTH CL 
0H49 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 25 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA • 30 DEGREES 
OH49 ALPHA • 3S DEGREES 
049 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES 
OH49 ALPHA - 4S DEGREES 
X/L=OS0 FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
U07T9487A/H-REF 200-1380 SEC 








le3 io 4 






REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) SASE TIME - 077, 4 ,o94.SEC. 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.80) FLIGHT PARAMETER COIPARISO
 
OH49 ALPHA . 20 DEGREES VB7T4B7A/H-REF 965-1300 SEC 
tH49 ALPHA . 25 DEGREES 
C4t0 ALPHA . 30 DEGREES 
OH4G ALPHA . 35 DEGREES 
0H4 ALPHA . 40 DEGREES 






















REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) BASE TIrME 1604¢443.BMl SEC. 
STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.SO) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
U07T948?A/H-REF 150-1350 SEC
0 	 0H49 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES 
ElI 	 0H49 ALPHA * 2S DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 36 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES
 
O049 ALPHA - 48 DEGREES
 
04449 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES
 
I ~ I ~I ~ ~ I~ I . T. Ik-. , N.- NI lI 
IFI 
Inlll 	 I III:vl "i ' t' - ' !\,I I I I1 I 1 
CD 	 K-i1. 1I11 - 1





s4 	 le t is8 toa 	 5 

W4'28tS3 
REYNOLDS NUMBER (N19) BSEn TIME - annssI.n. Wt. 
c 









1100 1150 1200 1250 13o0 1350 
TIME - SECONDS 6,4'38 











208 480 680 8ee 180 18e 1400 1608 
TIME - SECONDS "/3,93 







400 6ee 800 ieoo 1200 1400
 
TIME - SECONDS ",/
 
200 
























950 1000 1050 I100 1150 1200 1250 1300 
TIME - SECONDS MUM28 











200 400 600 see
0 

TIME - SECONDS 44/2V23 
















1150 120 1256 1300 1350 1400 1450 1500 
TIME - SECONDS W30/23 











TIME - SE_____ ,-, 0 




STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL X,/L=O.2' FLIGHT PARANETER COMPARISO
 






200 400 600 800 1000 1a00 1400 
TIME - SECONDS .vwaa 
















950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200 1250 1300 
TIME - SECONDS 852f/S3 










400 1IIIII I IttllIl I i Il?Illl I IhIIl I| I Ii I _I 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 '1200 1400 
TIME - SECONDS 4,s3 
STS-1 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.81) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
00149 0.0175 SCALE RE - 8.5 EG86 V9761A/H-REF 1065-146a SEC SH49 8.0175 SCALE RE - 1.0 E86 ON49 0.817S SCALE RE • 1.5 E86
 
OH49 8.0175 SCALE RE * 2.8 EnS
 
0H49 8.8175 SCALE RE * 2.5 E86
 
0149 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.0 E06
 




l i ft_ [ 

_ 
_1 0 - 2 
150 2 3035 4845 so 
#4 30ta3 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG BASE TIME . 09449744.$" ME. 
STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.81) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
0H49 8.0175 SCALE RE * 0.5 E06 UOT97SIA/H-REF 2fl-1488 SEC 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.0 EB6 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE • 1.5 EGG 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.0 EB6 
01149 0.0175 SCALE RE . 2.5 EG6 
0H49 8.0175 SCALE RE - 3.0 EQ6 




5Sa 3e 35 48 
45 so 
a 1 .* SEC.BS TIM E­
- DEGIA9GLE-OF-ATTACK 
ST,-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0. i t FLIGHT PMRANETER COMPARISO 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 0.5 EOG UOgTS7SIA/H-REF 200-1380 SEC 
OH49 0.0175 SCALE RE • i.0 EG 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE • 1.5 E06 
OH49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.0 EGS 
OH49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.5 EOG 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.0 EG6 
OH4g 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.7 E06 
F 
---­-
h rr 9 E-4.681EB 
;1.IE6 
0 





__ _ __ __- __ __-_ _ 
15 5020 25 30 35 40 45 
AA/30/T23
AHGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG BAE TIME - 07?46,84.0¢ SE.. 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.81) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
0 0H49 0.175 SCALE RE - 0.5 EQ6 UOST97S1A/H-REF 965-1300 SEC 
D] 0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.0 EOS 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 E06 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.0 EQS 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE * 2.5 E06 
0H49 e.0175 SCALE RE - 3.0 EOS 






F F ______________ ,___  
0 
HF Fa 7 
RE o 
F __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ 
1i e I II I lI I Il l I I I I I I I I I I l II I I 
Is 20 25 30 35 40 45 SO 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG BASE TIME - 16040423.0 SEC. 
------------- 
STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.81) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
- 0.6 EGG 	 U,9Tg71AMd-REF 150-1360 SEC0 	 0"49 0.0175 SCALE RE 

0 	 0H49 0.6175 SCALE RE - 1.0 E6
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.S E6
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.0 EQ6
 0 00H49 e.0175 SCALE RE -2.5 ES 
":0H49 8.0175 SCALE RE - 3.0 EO 










6 s T,26 
m I 
_CA__ _ __ 	 ___CJ , H 

ie 2-- ...L..LJ-... I I I I 	 I I I I I II.  I.L I II 	 I I 
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 5 
WT'23-, 3 
BASE TIME * aWnXSS.#.fWlANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG 









3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
MACH NUMBER SASE TIME 4 444.0" sC. 
0 
__ 










_ __H _ __-_ _ 
-2 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
5 t1 15 20 25 300 
4/3*3
MACH NUMBER &ASE TIME - 27S 3."#,SE'C. 











i0 -2 I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
 




MACH NUMBER BASE TIME - fl74568.m" SEC. 
30 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.81) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
VogT7BlA/H-REF 96S-1300 SEC 

















10- ?1 1 2t 
MACH NUMBER BASE TIME • 16#023.# ,EC 





1 8 -a I 
85 


















(107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.81) FLIGHT PARAMETER COIPARISO 
0H49 ALPHA •20 DEGREES u0 T797SIA/H-REF 1065-1460 SEC 
0H49 ALPHA - 25 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES 
049 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES 
F 
__0 















REYNOLDS NUMBER R043/$3(115) ATIlE t* 
-*944f44.fl at. 
STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.81) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
0 O49 ALPHA •20 DEGREES UV Tg?BIA/H-REF 200-1480 SEC OH49 ALPHA - 25 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA " 3S DEGREES0H49 ALP14A - 35: DEGREES 
049 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES 
HA - 4S DEGREES 
1 I 










1o i iio 8 : 
10 3 10 4 105 10
6 107 to8 
REYNOLDS NUMBER (NiS) US TIME - 2753.' 
w4,3vl83 
*.WSEC. 








- 20 DEGREES 
" 25 DEGREES 
- 30 DEGREES 
- 35 DEGREES 
- 40 DEGREES 
- 45 DEGREES 
Xt=LO.flj 
__REE_ 
FLIGHT PHRAMiETER COMPARISO 
U09T9?61A/H-REF 200-1380 SEC 
I II I ; : l i l I I .• 
ii 
A -P .lit4 .I 
00 
H 
104 j t 6 " 167 ,1 

REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) WETIME f,.4SU4.0 SEC. 
______ 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.81) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
o OH49 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES U09T976IA/H-REF 965-13e0 SECo) 0H49 ALPHA 25 DEGREES 
0H49 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES
 
OH49 ALPHA - 3S DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES
 
-A -A- I I IA 
F 
______\ 






0 -l _ -- - 0_ p__ 
E 
A-L 
les 116 107 jo8
 
*5 .e 8s 
REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) BASE TIME - 1644443.0## Sc. 
STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L-0.81) FLIGHT PARAMETER COrPARISO
 
o 	 0H49 ALPHA * 20 DEGREES UeST9761A/H-REF 150-1350 SEC 
o 	 0H49 ALPHA • 25 DEGREES
 
OH49 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES
 
0H49 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES
 
Fl M- 07 A I I I-­f I ­
10-I 
nM 








lSE TIRE " 27flMSgl.fl ..REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) 







E 90 p0 
2 -O­
1100 1158 1200 1250 1308 1358 1400 1450 1500 
TIME - SECONDS *t.1 










600 80 1000 i2ee 1400 1600200 400 
*4 08TIME - SECONDS 








* 22 0 
-AI I I I I I I I I I1 i I I I I I I I 
200 40e 600 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
800 1000 1200 
TIME - SECONDS 



























TIME_- SOO_ D ___ ___ 
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 1 L 
90ieiee1100 11s0 1200 1250 1300 
TIME - SECONDS #5*2 S3 













0 208 400 600 Soo 1008 1200 1400
 
TIME -SECONDS M'28s '$3 











1100 1150 1200 1250 1300 1350 1400 1450 

TIME - SECONDS 
 04/33 













266 486 see see 1660 126e 1400 1680 
TIME - SECONDS WOa3 



























950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200 1250 1300 
TIME - SECONDS $52 83 
0 





















400 600 see 1000 1 0e 1404
0 T00 

TIME -SECONDS W '13= 
STS-i (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.90) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 0.5 E66 U0?T9489A/H-REF 1065-1460 SEC
 
0449 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.0 E06
 
0H49 0.8175 SCALE RE " 1.S EB6
2449 0.0175 SCALE RE * 2.0 E06 
Q44g 0.0175 SCALE RE - .52E
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.0 E06
 
RE * 3.? E86





H Oz/ H0 
10-2 I li lt IIII III I lit111J.... II tl It
 
20 25 30 35 40 45 50
 
ET4413 




STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L-O.90) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
V07T9489A/H-REF 284-1480 SEC
0N49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 0.5 E06 
[] 	 0H49 0.8175 SCALE RE - 1.0 E86
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 EBe
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE 2.0 EQG
 
OH49 0.0175 SCALE RE 2.5 E86
 
00449 0.0175 SCALE RE 3.0 £e6
 
3.7 E96 










ts 20 25 30 

- DEG IAE TIME - MWse36.0* M.CANG;LE-OF-ATTACK 
ST5-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.90) FLIGHT PORMETER COMPARISO
 
0H49 .0175 SCALE RE - 0.5 EG6 V07T9489A/H-REF 200-1380 SEC 
0H49 0.017S SCALE RE - 1.0 E06 
0H49 0.017S SCALE RE - 1.5 E06 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.0 E06 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.5 E86 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.0 E06 
+ 0H49 0.017S SCALE RE - 3.7 EG 
t 
__ _ _ __ _ _ __-_ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 
__________ 
H/ 






15 20 25 30 3S 40 45 50 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG )AETxE 04/3 /83. 07745"4.0SC. 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.9O) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
0 0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 0.6 EG6 Ue?T9489A/H-REF 965-1300 SEC 
0 H49 0.0175 SCALE RE 1.0 ES 
H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 E06 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE 2.0 E06 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.5 E06 
OH49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.0 £06 













Is 20 2s 30 35 40 45 se 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK -DEG BASE TIME.- 16#40423.0" -Z, 
STS-5 (167 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.90) FLIGHT PARAMETER COPPARISO 
0 OH49 0.0115 SCALE RE o.s e __0,5COS UOT9439A/H-REF 1S0-1350 SEC o OH49 6.0175 SCALE RE - 1.0 £06 
OH40 0.0175 SCALE RE 1.S £6 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.6 E06 
0449 0.017S SCALE RE * 2.5 EQ6 
OH49 0.017S SCALE RE - 3.0 E6 
+ OH49 0.07S SCALE RE - 3.7 CO6 
F 
-- -3. 4Sr, 



































tl.P ; H ' 3 0 " DEG 
° 
H 
1 0 I, t i ! ti I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 
3 4 6 7 8 1le 11 12 
--
MACH NUMBER SASE TME 
W36,/83 
0"074.04. SE. 
STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.90) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
U?7T9489A/H-REF 200-1480 SEC 
At PM3. E 
H 





0 6 10 15 20 25 30 
4/30/83 
MACH NUMBER BASE TIME • 2-.44 M'C. 
STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.90 FLIGHT PHROMETER COMPARISO 
VeT9489A/H-REF 200-1380 SEC
 





I- I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
o5 10 15 20 25 30 
MACH NUMBER BASE TIME *4/343• fl74584.fl SEC. 
_______ 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.9O) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 








__ _ __ _ _ _0 "___ _ __ zH F0 __-_,__o_ H\1 "a 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
MACH NUMBER BASE TIME • 16*4+423.H S-. 





5 9 is 20 25 30
 




STS-i (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.90) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
0N39 ALPHA - a DEGREES V7T948gA/H-REF 1065-1460 SEC 
0H39 ALPHA * 25 DEGREES 
0H39 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES 
0H39 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES

o39 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES
 







a' / K .... I 
________00 
1e~ to6 RENOD NUBE (NS IIS TIM 09470 SEC. to 
EYOiD N E 0 7 
STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L-O.90) FLIGHT PARAMETER CONPARISO
 
0H39 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES V0?T48A/H-REF 200-1480 SEC 
OH39 ALPHA - 25 DEGREES 
OH39 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES 
OH39 ALPHA o 35 DEGREES
 
0H39 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES
 
0H39 ALPHA s 45 DEGREES
 
F 
F II IIIIII" 
4 1 
l T11 ,LI 11 I I:r 00 
co -I L I 
"JH 
1 0  
II II_-T-
les 1"ii1 
[ IP .I l l 
7, 0 
REYNOLD NIIMIERII(NSI I ME 27 I260 ITC 
1004 1 5 1017 , 10O 
REYNOLDS NUMBER (JIG) bASE TIME - 27flfl3.M4$C. 
STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0,90) FLIGHT PARAMETER COUPARISO
 
OH39 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES U0?T489A/H-REF 200-1380 SEC 
0H39 ALPHA - 2S DEGREES
 
OH39 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES
 
0H39 ALPHA 3S DEGREES
 
OH39 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES
 







jii- - lifil il - ~ t ,II I 0,z 
I ~ ~ ~ AP iAI1"IIt1 IIII 
REYNOLDS N NS: 
iIITF # 0-
III IP I II~~II 
l~i
100-i 7r, ie ,je 8 ao 
103 104 105 106 107 
 108
 
REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) IS TIME 4-74411.41110 SEC. 
____ 
_____ 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.90) FLIGHT PARAMETER COPIPARISO
 
V07T9489A/H-REF 965-1300 SEC
0 	 0H39 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES 

0H39 ALPHA - 25 DEGREES
 
0H39 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES
 
0H39 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES
 
o 
0H39 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES 
0H39 ALPHA - 4S DEGREES
 




L o,o.. ,-	 ..­





- I- - , -H 7 	 - ­/ 	 h-I i fI 
IFI
 
_K~ E3 5___ 
_ _ _ 
! I___E 	 _ _ ___ 
io6 
b fl 83 
REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) BASE TIME 16*40423." SC. 
STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L-0.90) FLIGHT PARAMETER GOMPARISO
 
0 0H39 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES VU7T9489A/H-REF 150-1350 SEC 
O39 ALPHA - 25 DEGREES
 
OH39 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES
 
0H39 ALPHA • 35 DEGREES
 
0H39 ALPHA * 40 DEGREES
 
0H39 ALPHA - 45 DEGREES
 
I il 
~~~0 .... IJJ ...... IIIII!1 III " I I" I 




REYNOLDS NUMBER (NB) BASETIME ??SfS91.0$ ME. 
8 
2 







1100 1150 1206 1250 1300 1350 1400 

"/30/9TIME - SECONDS 











"I1 I I I I I I I I I ) I I I I I I I I I | f I I I I ! I I ' 1 1to 
20 488 see see l888 1208 1400 - ieee 
TIME -SECONDS 0 09 
















IIIl I It IlI tI IIII II 
800 i0ee 
TIME - SECONDS 
h h IthlIll III  
1200 1400 
04/,0,9 




















9S0 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200 1250 1300 
TIME - SECONDS ,, ,. $3 













8 200 400 600 Bee 1000 1200 1400
 
',2S.83TIME - SECONDS 











600 1L111LLU.111UWLLML LLL llililtl±.LLLLLLL ±LLLLLLLL1L.L 
1100 1150 1200 1250 13e6 1350 1400 1450 isee 
TIME - SECONDS W/23 





8ieT 10 0el 
200 400 600 Soo 1000 1 o0 1400 1600
 
TIME - SECONDS r,
 
00 







































F Eg12 0 10 0010 1010 201 
80e 















0 200 400 600 800 too@ 1200 1400
 
TIME - SECONDS 4'n' 3
 
STS-i (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.9S) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
0 OH49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 0.5 EG6 U'979751A/H-REF 1065-1460 SEC 
13 0H449 0.017S SCALE RE - 1.0 EG 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 EQG 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.0 E86 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE • 2.5 EOG 
0149 0.017S SCALE RE - 3.0 E06 













Is 20 2S 30 36 40 4S so 
*4/3f/13
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG 1ASE TIRE * *fl49744.0 SECC. 
STS-'2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.95) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
0449 0.0175 SCALE RE - 0.5 EMNG Ug9T9751A/H-REF 200-1488 SEC 
0449 8,0175 SCALE RE - 1.0 E86 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE , 1.5 E96
 
OH49 0.0175 SCALE RE 2.0E£06
 
OH49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.S £E6
 
0149 0.017S SCALE RE - 3.0 E86
 
- 3.7 E06
+ 0449 0.01?S SCALE RE 

1 __ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
F 
" U r 
te-e - te 
Hr RE.
 
Is 20 2s 30 35 40 4S 50 
'0 .23 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG IlASt TINE * 275"Zl36.4" SE. 
STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.O .i FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 8.5 E06 VUgT97SA/H-REF 200-1380 SEC 
0H49 0.017 SCALE RE - i.0 EG 
OH49 0.175 SCALE RE - 1.5 EGG 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.0 EG 
0H49 0.010s SCALE RE - 2.S EG 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.0 EG6
 
0H49 0.015 SCALE RE , 3.7 E06
 
F A 7 i IE4.681E6 __- _ _ _A IX/ _ 
to ) ._ /.i'll ,, ell, 
!S 10-2 
50Is 20 25 30 35 40 45 
A4/36/ 3ANGLE-OF-RTTACK -DEG ISE TIME - 774684.0e SlEC. 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.95 FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
0 OH40 0.0175 SCALE RE . 0.5 EBB VBGTQTIA/H--REF 965-1300 SEC 
n3 OH4 2 0175 SCALE RE . 1.0 EBB 
OH49 3 0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 E0 
04H4 0.0175 SCALE RE * 2.0 EBB 
OH49 0.0175 SCALE RE . 2 5 EBB 
OH49 0 0175 SCALE RE = 3.0 EO 
H49 0 0175 SCALE RE = 3 7 E6 
MC -
_ _ _ _n : 
F 




Ln H -2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
10 -3 , ,, , , , , , , , , 1 , , , , 
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG BASE TitlE 5/0 /8S,604423.BGB SEC. 
STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.95) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
UBSTS7S1A/H-REF 150-13S0 SEC
 o 0849 0.0175 SCALE RE - 0.5 E06 0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.0 E06
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 E06
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.0 E0G
 
0H49 0.0175 SCALE RE • 2.5 E06
 
OH49 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.0 EOR
 
- 3.7 E86








45 5*15 20 25 30 35 40 
- f-lL.0, $t.ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG NS Tzl 











l eI-3 I II I I I I I i I I I I I I fi l IlI I I I I 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 
w3,-b3MACH NUMBER RSE TrI 09,"9744.0", SEC. 
STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.95) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 








MACH NUMBER ET lt - ansnac.n S". 
0 




A~~~ _______ X -----_... / J... ; ... ______ --- I,,,,:
 
co_ 00 
ca H 1 ­
0 0 520 2S 30 
MACH NUMBER DASE TIME 67Vf46U4.m SEC. 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.95) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 




 r 0 
c 10- ___ _ _2 
E0
F 
F I__I 0 
a' H 
_ _ _ 
__1H 1 0 23 _ _ _ _ _ _ 1_ _ _ 1 _ _ _ _1 
0 7 8 12 I1 12 133 4 5 
MACH NUMBER BASE TIME 18040423.0B0 SEC. 






1_ - _ -___ ____ _ --
03 0 
F _ _ _ _ __- -
1 -- I I I 1 1 I I I n I ! I I _ 
0 s 10 16 20 25 30 
MACH NUMBER SSE rxn • aTM9M.n, W,. 
STS-1 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.95) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
0 	 OH39 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES UVBT97SA/H-REF 1065-1460 SEC 
o 	 0H39 ALPHA " 2S DEGREES
 
0H39 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES
 
OH32 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES
 
DH39 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES




I lI II1 
LASl 





REYOLD NUBR(S 	 AETME0094."SD
 
STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L-O.9S) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
V0UTSSIA/H-REF 200-1480 SEC 0 OH39 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES0H39 ALPHA " 25 DEGREES 
0H39 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES
 
OH39 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES
 









6 7 te8105 ie103!e!'" 
REYNOLDS NUMBER (S) Tr ME eSNa.... Wte. 
STS-3 1107 FT LENGTH CL 
0H39 ALPHA - 20 DEGREES 
0H39 ALPHA - 25 DEGREES 
OH39 ALPHA , 30 DEGREES 
0H39 ALPHA , 35 DEGREES 
0H39 ALPHA - 40 DEGREES 
0H39 ALPHA " 45 DEGREES 
,,L=O,95,i FLIGHT PARAMETER CONPARISO 






I I I 
I 
I I IF I 
L I.. . I. 
Itst 




1"1111v''- I!ffi-Ii ~]j T Hl[11111 II1I I Ik, I 
00 
H 
. . .. .e.... 
103 i04 toio1 6 1i e8 
REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) 3WE TINE - 07745M.00 SEC. 
STS-4 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.95] FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
O 0H39 ALPHA . 20 DECREES VBGTQ75OA/H-REF 985-1300 SEC 
10 H39 ALPHA . 25 DEGREES 
OH39 ALPHA . 30 DEGREES 
0H30 ALPHA . 35 DEGREES 
sOH3ALPHA - 40 DEGREES 











__ _"__ rIIn 
7075--] 0 10 0 1 
REYNOLDS NUMBER INS) ASE 711W- 85h/2/8 1884523,s EC. 
STS-5 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0.9S) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
150-13S0 SEC








0H39 ALPHA - 30 DEGREES 
0H39 ALPHA - 35 DEGREES 
0H39 ALPHA " 40 DEGREES 





4/28' ,03'F I : ' D UR 
03 
103 104 I0




ISS TIME - 1769M.11 .$- .REYNOLDS NUMBER (NS) 












-5 ,IJJJ.LLL £L.LLLLLI .LLLLLL.LI J±LLLU..L £LLLL IiLLL111l~~lt lt~ 
1100 1150 1200 1250 1308 1350 1400 1450 1500 
TIME - SECONDS 431/3 
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TIME - SECONDS 

















i0ee 1200 1400 
-41/33 































I ti I 
1300 
TIMlE - SECONDS 95/62/83 






7 E 2 00N 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 
TIME - SECONDS ";Z ,23 

















~ ll lt 1 
1200 
1 1 I t I ~ l ! I t I| t 
1250 1300 13as 
TIME - SECONDS 
l l l l 111tlll{! 111111111 
1400 1450 158 
043/83 

























































950 1000 1050 1100 1250 1200 1250 1300 
TIME -SECONDS 25/02/83s 







c I uF 
250 
0 
8 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 
W"/93TIME - SECONDS 
STS-1 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L-0.99) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
o 04439 6.017S SCALE RE - 0.S EOG UeTr9492AH-REF 1M65-1466 SEC 
039 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.8 EOG 
0H39 8.017S SCALE RE - 1.5 E06 





- 2.5 E86 
- 3.0 EOG 
+ 0H39 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.7 E6 
7 CF 
4--
H _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
.0" 
1 - i ! I i l I I i I I I I IIII i 3J.J........ I II I 
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG ME TIME - f9?44.0 sMC. 
STS-2 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L-0.99) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO
 
0 OH39 0.0175 SCALE RE 
OH39 0.0175 SCALE RE 
• 0.5 E06 
- 1.0 E06 
200-1480 SECU07T9492A/H-REF 
OH39 0.0175 SCALE RE - I.S E06 
oH39 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.0 EQS 
OH*39 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.5 E06 
OH39 8.0175 SCALE RE - 3.0 EQG 








_ 20 25 30 35 40 45 5e1. 
- 27sS*3.0" SEC.
AHGLE-OF-ATTACK -DEG RAS TIME 

STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL X,/L='.92. FLIGHT PARAMETER COfIPARISO 
0N39 0.0175 SCALE RE . 0.5 EOG 
0H39 0.0175 SCALE RE , 1.0 EOG 
0H39 0.0175 SCALE RE ' 1.5 E6 
0H39 0.0175 SCALE RE 2.0 E06 
0H39 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.5 E06 
0H39 8.817S SCALE RE - 3.0 E6G 
UVT9498A/H-REF 200-1380 SEC 
+ H39 O.17 SCALE RE - 3.7 EG 
H 
I 10.-1 _ _ _ 
000 
__ _ _ ___ __ 
__ _ __ _ __ 
lio-2 
iS 
I I I 
20 
t I t 
25 
I I I I 
30 
! I I 
35 
I I I 
40 




ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG BAS, E *l7[• /4504i4flN SEC. 
STS-4 
0 
(107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=0,993 
O39 0,0175 SCALE RE - 0 5 EBS 
CH39 0 0175 SCALE RE s 1.0 EOB 
CH39 0.0175 SCALE RE - 1.5 EBS' 
H30 0.0175 SCALE RE - 2.5 EBB 
0H39 0.2175 SCALE RE . 2,5 E6 
0-39 0 0175 SCALE RE 3.0 EBB
CH39 0 0175 SCALE RE = 3 7 EOG 
FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
















15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEC BASE T l-1684423,Z SEC. 
STS-S (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L-0.99) FLIGHT PARAMETER COMPARISO 
0 0H39 0.807S SCALE RE - 8.5 EG6 U0?T9492/H-REF 150-1350 SEC 
039 0.017S SCALE RE • 1.0 ESG 
0H39 0.017S SCALE RE - 1.5 EOS 
0H39 0,817S SCALE RE - 2.0 E06 
0H39 8.0175 SCALE RE - 2.5 EG 
0H39 0.817S SCALE RE - 3.8 EG 
+ 039 0.0175 SCALE RE - 3.7 EG 
F 
co F x0 
F In 
H0 
H AtoL-OF-TTAC uE 
CD 54 5S 00 053 
/0/8 
1083 f It ___ I I n t i i 
is 20 25 30 35 40 45 s 
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK - DEG RASE TIME - nhnsi.n" Wt. 


















l i tI 
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I | I I I I I I I 1 I 
9 iG I1 
ACH13.# 
B+,sE TUE - m4.flboN sEC. 





















STS-3 (107 FT LENGTH CL X/L=O.99) FLIGHT PMRAfIETER CO[PARISO 
UO7T9492A/H-REF 0-1380 SEC 




/H10 - - ___II _______ _______, I I I __ I _ If 







TIMl' - $746884wN 
30 
SEC. 




F/L AK OW_ 








H w 1 0OX, 
E 
W, i 
3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 
MACH NUMBER 13ASE TINE .16040423.,IEG SEC. 
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